








         

 













 

   

  

   

   







         

E. M. Forster ‘Aspects of the Novel’ 

“We

are concerned with the characters in their relation to other aspects of the

novels; to a plot, a moral, their fellow characters, atmosphere, etc. They will

have to adapt themselves to other requirements of their creator.” 
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(Flat Character) (Round Character)E. M.

Forster ‘Aspects of the Novel’ “We may divide character

into flat and round. Flat characters were called ‘humours’ in the  seventeenth

century, and are sometimes called types, and sometimes caricatures. In their

purest form, they are constructed round a single idia or quality : when there is

more than one factor in them, we get the beginning of the curve towards the

round.” Flat 
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Individual Character



 

Round Character 



Round Character 



      

‘Poetics’



“First, and most important it must be good. Now any speech or

action that manifests moral purpose of any kind will be expressive character :

the character will be good if the purpose is good.”

“The Second thing to aim at is propriety.”

“Thirdly, character must be true to life : for this is a distinct  thing

from goodness and propriety, as here described.” 

“The fourth point is consistency :”
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